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The hydrodynamic equations of a phase-separating fluid mixture are derived from the underlying
microscopic dynamics of the system. A projection operator method is used in the GENERIC form
@H. C. O¨ ttinger, Phys. Rev. E 57, 1416 ~1998!#. In this way, the thermodynamic consistency of the
final equations is apparent. The microscopic potential is separated into short- and long-range parts,
in the spirit of the original work of van der Waals. Explicit expressions for surface tension terms in
the hydrodynamic equations are obtained. These terms describe diffuse interfaces in the system.
Miscible–immiscible and gas–liquid phase transitions are possible, nonisothermal situations can be
studied, and explicit account of cross effects is taken. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1568333#
I. INTRODUCTION
Fluid mixtures at equilibrium may present a very rich
phase diagram which increases in complexity with the num-
ber of different species. The equilibrium phase diagram is
determined by the free energy of the system for which many
models exist, as presented in the excellent textbook by
Davis.1 Of outstanding importance is the van der Waals
model, which allows one to understand qualitatively and,
sometimes, quantitatively the phase behavior of these fluid
systems.1 According to the van der Waals picture, phase tran-
sitions and surface tension effects in mixtures can be ex-
plained by assuming that the potential of interaction f ia jb
between molecules of species a, b can be expressed as the





Here, qia is the position of the ith molecule of species a and
fˆ ab(r)>0 is a short-range repulsive ~hard core! part and
f¯ ab(r)<0 is a long-range attractive tail.1 Realistic poten-
tials can be decomposed usually in the above way. However,
one of the assumptions in the van der Waals model is that the
range of the long-range potential is much larger than the
range of the hard core potential.2 Although this is not the
case for realistic potentials, the van der Waals picture seems
to be more general than what its assumptions suggest.2,3
In this paper, we want to contribute to the theoretical
understanding of the interplay of equilibrium phase transi-
tions and hydrodynamics, by formulating in a thermody-
namically consistent way the hydrodynamic equations of a
mixture of fluids that display phase separation. Although the
hydrodynamic equations for mixtures of liquids are well
known and different approaches have been considered for
their derivation ranging from kinetic theory,4 microscopic
derivations,5,6 or phenomenological approaches,7–9 what
seems to be lacking is the formulation of the general hydro-
dynamic equations when phase transitions and surface ten-
sion effects are present. A promising approach for dealing
with the dynamics of phase separating mixtures is based on
the phase field method.10 Within this context several deriva-
tions of the hydrodynamic equations for phase separating
fluids have been proposed based on phenomenological linear
irreversible thermodynamics.10–12 We are not aware of any
microscopic derivation of the hydrodynamics of phase-
separating fluids. It will become apparent that ambiguities in
the definition of the hydrodynamic variables in the phenom-
enological approaches can be dispelled by resorting to a mi-
croscopic derivation.
The results presented in this paper can be understood as
the answer to the following question: how can the equilib-
rium van der Waals picture for a fluid mixture be generalized
to nonequilibrium situations? To this end, we derive the hy-
drodynamic equations for a phase-separating mixture starting
from the microscopic dynamics of the system, which is gov-
erned by a separable potential like in Eq. ~1!. This is
achieved by calculating the microscopically defined13 build-
ing blocks of the recently developed framework for nonequi-
librium thermodynamics known as GENERIC.14 This acro-
nym stands for general equation for nonequilibrium
reversible irreversible coupling. A similar approach has been
taken for the case of a simple fluid without phase transitions
in Ref. 15. The hydrodynamic equations of a simple fluid
able to display a gas–liquid phase transition have been pre-
sented within the GENERIC framework in Ref. 16.
Due to the large number of equations required in order to
obtain the final hydrodynamic equations for a mixture start-
ing from the microscopic dynamics of the system, we present
in Sec. II a summary and a discussion of the main results of
the paper. This section should be sufficient for those readers
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who are not interested in the detailed microscopic calcula-
tions presented in latter sections. In Sec. III, we present a
summary of the GENERIC framework along with the micro-
scopic definitions of its different building blocks. In Sec. IV,
we present the detailed calculation of these microscopically
defined building blocks for the particular case of a mixture of
fluids.
II. HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
In this section, we summarize the main results of this
paper. The state x of a fluid mixture of r species is described
by the set of hydrodynamic variables, that is, the number
density nr
a of species a, with a51,.. . ,r , the momentum den-
sity gr of the full mixture, and the internal energy density eˆr ,
which are defined in terms of molecular coordinates and mo-
menta in Eqs. ~75! in Sec. IV. It is important to note that the
molecular definition of the internal energy density field con-
tains only the short-range part fˆ of the potential of Eq. ~1!.
In this way, the total energy of the system written in terms of
the hydrodynamic variables is given by
E@x#5E drS gr22rr 1 eˆrD 1F¯ , ~2!










2 (ab E dr dr8 nranr8b f¯ ab~r2r8!, ~4!
where f¯ ab(r2r8) is the long-range part of the potential of
interaction between two molecules of species a and b lo-
cated at r and r8, respectively. This long-range potential en-
ergy is a quadratic functional of the density fields. We rec-
ognize in Eq. ~2! the three contributions to the total energy of
the fluid due to the kinetic energy of the fluid, the internal
energy due to the hard-core part of the potential, and the final
contribution due to the long-range part of the potential. In
this paper, variables with a caret such as Aˆ will refer to the
hard-core potential whereas variables with an overline such
as A¯ will refer to the long-range potential.
The energy functional ~2! is one of the building blocks
of the GENERIC framework, as summarized in Sec. III. An-
other building block is the entropy functional. Even though
the equilibrium properties of an inhomogeneous fluid mix-
ture can be fully understood from the free energy functional
of the system, when considering inhomogeneous nonisother-
mal situations it is necessary to deal with entropy functional
of the fluid mixture. By following the pioneering ideas of
Green6 and van Kampen,17 we compute in Sec. IV B the
entropy functional of a fluid mixture under the van der Waals
approximation. Green computed the entropy of a simple fluid
by assuming that the little cells in which the fluid is divided
are essentially noninteracting, thus precluding the description
of surface tension.6 On the other hand, van Kampen derived
the free energy functional for the van der Waals fluid with
the possibility of describing surface tension effects, albeit for
isothermal situations only.17
The entropy functional in the van der Waals approxima-
tion has the following form for a binary mixture of species
A ,B:
S@x#5E drsˆ~nrA ,nrB , eˆr!, ~5!
where sˆ(nA,nB, eˆ) is the entropy density function of a system
of A and B molecules which are interacting with only the
short-range part of the potential fˆ ab, as a function of the
densities nA and nB and the internal energy eˆ . That the en-
tropy functional contains only the short-range part of the
potential is a nontrivial result that follows from the van der
Waals assumption ~see Sec. IV B!. We will not need in this
paper the actual functional form of sˆ(nA,nB, eˆ). The original
ideas of van der Waals suggest to use a simple excluded
volume model, but more sophisticated expressions for hard-
core fluid mixtures can certainly be used.
The main result of this paper is the following set of
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These equations have been derived from the microscopic
dynamics in Sec. IV. The quantities appearing in these equa-
tions are enumerated and defined in what follows. The tem-
perature Tˆ , chemical potential mˆa of species a, and pressure
Pˆ are defined in the usual way18 from the entropy density sˆ



















sˆ~nA,nB, eˆ !, ~7!
Pˆ 5Tˆ sˆ2 eˆ1(
a
nama.
These intensive quantities become field quantities in Eq. ~6!
when evaluated at the local values of nr
a
, eˆr . It is quite re-
markable that the equations of state appearing in the hydro-
dynamic equations ~6! are those of the hard-core system.
This is a direct consequence of the functional form of the
entropy functional in Eq. ~5!.
The viscous stress tensor in Eq. ~6! has a usual form8
Pˆ 52hˆ@„v1„vT2 23 „v1#2zˆ „v1. ~8!
The shear and bulk viscosities hˆ and zˆ are defined through
the usual Green–Kubo expressions in Eqs. ~156! in Sec. IV.
The rest of transport coefficients Dab, Sa, and kˆ in Eqs. ~6!
are related to mass diffusion, cross effects, and heat conduc-
tivity, respectively. Again, we have in Eqs. ~144!, ~151!, and
~161! in Sec. IV their expression in terms of Green–Kubo
formulas.6,19,20 Not all the transport coefficients are indepen-
dent, because momentum conservation implies the following








The remaining quantity appearing in Eqs. ~6! is the long-
range force F¯r
a




E dr8 F¯rr8abnr8b ~10!
and F¯rr8
ab is the long-range attractive force that a molecule of
specie b at r8 exerts on a molecule of specie a at r. We can
write this force in terms of the functional derivatives with
respect to the density field of the total long-range potential





By neglecting in Eq. ~6! the terms containing the long-
range force F¯r
a
, we recover the equations for the diffusion of
heat and mass of a mixture of hard-core fluids.6–8 We have
made plausible in Sec. IV that, under the van der Waals
assumptions, all the transport coefficients correspond to
those of a purely hard-core system. Therefore, Eqs. ~6! are a
generalization of the above-mentioned equations whenever
the potential of interaction can be decomposed, according to
van der Waals, in terms of a hard-core and a long-range
attractive tail. It is quite remarkable that the van der Waals
approximation ~1! for the intermolecular potential has a di-
rect but nontrivial reflection in the hydrodynamic equations,
where all the effects of the long-range part of the potential
are ‘‘superimposed’’ on the usual hydrodynamics of the hard-
core fluid. Note that when only one species is present, Eqs.
~9! imply that the diffusion and cross-effect coefficients van-
ish. In this particular case, Eqs. ~6! reduce to the hydrody-
namic equations presented in Ref. 16 for a van der Waals
simple fluid.
The simplest possible model for a hard-core fluid mix-
ture is the excluded volume model of van der Waals, which
does not display phase separation.21 The presence of the
long-range attractive tail of the potential is the responsible
for the phase separation, either at equilibrium or in dynamic
situations governed by Eqs. ~6!. As will be apparent in Sec.
II B, the long-range force can be decomposed in two parts.
One of them is purely local and gives rise to typical van der
Waals attractive terms in the thermodynamic pressure and
chemical potentials. The other is nonlocal and is the respon-
sible for the surface tension appearing at the interfaces that
form when the mixture phase separate.
A. General properties
The set of equations ~6! have the GENERIC structure, as
shown in Sec. IV. For this reason, they automatically satisfy
that the total energy ~2! is exactly conserved and that the
time derivative of the total entropy ~5! is positive ~positive
entropy production!. It can also be shown that the reversible
part of Eqs. ~6!, which is obtained by setting the transport
coefficients to zero, produces no entropy. All these properties
can be explicitly checked by direct calculation of the time
derivatives of Eqs. ~2! and ~5!. In order to pursue this check,
we should recall that the transport coefficients satisfy the
conditions Daa.0, kˆ.0, and Daakˆ.Tˆ Sa2, as shown in
Sec. V. Equations ~6! also conserve the total momentum de-
fined as
P5E dr gr . ~12!
By taking the time derivative of P and using the momentum
equation in Eqs. ~6!, we easily arrive at
P˙ 5(
ab
E dr dr8 nranr8b F¯rr8ab , ~13!
where we have neglected those terms that are the integral of
a divergence, which can be converted to surface integrals.
However, the remaining term is also zero because the long-





therefore, P˙ 50. Finally, the total mass of each species,
M a5E dr manra , ~14!
is also a conserved quantity, as can be easily seen by com-
puting its time derivative, using the density equations ~6!
together with properties ~9!.
Because S˙ @x#>0, the state x of the fluid mixture will
evolve according to Eqs. ~6! towards higher values of the
entropy functional but conserving the values of the energy,
mass, and momentum. The final equilibrium state of Eqs. ~6!
can be obtained then by maximizing the entropy functional
in Eq. ~5! subjected to the restrictions of conservation of
mass, momentum, and energy. That is, we maximize the
functional




where b, la and V are Lagrange multipliers. The result of



















In other words, the temperature field is constant at equilib-
rium, the velocity field is also constant ~and we can choose
without loosing generality V50), and the chemical potential









Our claim is that Eqs. ~6! describe the dynamics of a
fluid mixture that can phase separate according to the van der
Waals equation of state. This might not be obvious despite of
the fact that the fundamental assumption ~1! implicit in the
van der Waals picture has been taken. In order to prove this
statement and to make contact with gradient theories for
phase separating fluids,1 we study a local approximation for
the long-range forces F¯r
a that appear in the hydrodynamic
equations ~6!. If the space variations of the density field are
small in the range of the attractive mean-field potential, then
we are allowed to perform the following local
approximation.1 From Eq. ~4! it is easily shown that
F¯ 52
1








aab52E ds f¯ ab~s!>0. ~19!
Under the assumption of slowly varying density fields, the
last term in Eq. ~18! can be Taylor expanded with the result
F¯ 52
1





6 E ds s2f¯ ab~s!>0. ~21!
The first interesting consequence of this local approxi-











We recognize in the term mˆr
a1(baabnr
a the van der Waals
expression for the chemical potential1 and, therefore, the
above equilibrium condition predicts the usual phase separa-
tion of a van der Waals mixture.
It is also illustrative to consider the momentum equation
in Eqs. ~6! within this local approximation. The force F¯r
a can








The effect of the long-range force in the momentum equation








a5S 12 (ab aabnranrbD 1(ab cabnra2nrb
52S 2 12 (ab aabnranrb1PrD , ~24!












In this way, the momentum equation becomes
] tgr52~grvr!2S Pˆ r2 12 (ab aabnranrbD
2„Pr2„Pˆ r . ~26!
We recognize in the combination (Pˆ r2 12(abaabnranrb) the
van der Waals pressure of a fluid mixture,1 whereas the cap-
illary stress tensor Pr in Eq. ~26! is used thoroughly in the
study of equilibrium interfacial phenomena and it is directly
related to surface tension.1 The dynamic equation ~26! is,
therefore, the nonequilibrium generalization of the condition
of mechanical equilibrium in the usual gradient theory for
equilibrium interfaces. Note that one of the implicit assump-
tions in the hydrodynamic equations ~6! is that of local equi-
librium. The local equilibrium assumption valid not only for
the bulk but also for the interfacial regions of a phase-
separated fluid has been validated from molecular dynamics
simulations for a one component fluid22 and it is expected
that a similar situation occurs for multicomponent fluids.
C. Binary mixture case
It proves convenient to restrict to a binary fluid and to
perform a change of variables from $nA,nB,g, eˆ% to
$r ,c ,g,u%, with the latter variables defined as















These variables are the total mass density r, the mass frac-
tion c of component A , and the full local internal energy u .
This last quantity has a clear microscopic interpretation as
the internal energy density of those molecules in a small
region of space that are interacting with the full potential f
5fˆ 1f¯ , where the long-range contribution is treated in
mean field, given that the range of f¯ is much larger than the
size of the region being considered.








eˆ5u1 u¯~r ,c !, ~28!
u¯~r ,c !5
r2
2 FaAAmA2 c212 aABmAmB c~12c !1 aBBmB2 ~12c !2G .
We introduce the specific entropy svdw ~entropy per unit
mass! as a function of the new variables:












,u1 u¯ D . ~29!
We emphasize that the above entropy is actually the specific
entropy of the van der Waals model of a binary mixture,
expressed in the variables r ,c ,u .
In what follows, we will need the derivatives of the spe-







and easily obtain from Eq. ~29! the functional form of TvdW:





,u1 u¯ D ; ~31!
that is, the temperature of the van der Waals fluid mixture is
given by the temperature of the hard-core fluid mixture,
evaluated at the variables r ,c ,u . In a similar way, we intro-





































By using the dynamic equations for nA,nB we can easily





























equalities derive from Eqs. ~152! and ~145!.6
By using the local approximation ~23! for the long-range





1„XS S2 DTvdW @mcvdW1~a1c1a2!r# D„TvdWC,
~36!
where we have introduced the usual substantial derivative



















We observe that the dynamic equations for the new variables
r ,c are the continuity equation for the total mass density r
and an advection-diffusion equation, Eq. ~36!, for the mass
fraction c . For a quiescent isothermal incompressible ( r˙
50) fluid, it becomes the well-known Cahn–Hilliard
equation.23,24 Therefore, the above equation is the appropri-
ate generalization for a nonequilibrium van der Waals mix-
ture, and the previous derivation can be understood as a mi-
croscopic basis for the nonequilibrium Cahn–Hilliard
equation. The nontrivial form in which thermal gradients af-
fect the evolution of the mass fraction is quite remarkable.
Even if the Soret-like coefficient S can be neglected, it is not
correct to neglect cross effects ~gradients of temperature in-
ducing flux of mass!, as important contributions due to the
diffusionlike coefficient D still exist. Finally, we could write
the hydrodynamic equation for the internal energy u , in or-
der to have a closed set of equations for r ,c ,u , but nothing
essential is gained in doing so.
In the local approximation, the energy functional in Eq.
~2! becomes a local functional of the density fields, hard-core
internal energy, and also of the gradients of the density fields.
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It is apparent that such gradient terms do not occur in the
entropy functional in Eq. ~5! within the van der Waals pic-
ture. Of course, if instead of using the hard-core internal
energy variable eˆ we make a change of variable and use a









then the energy functional does not depend on the gradients
of the density field and the entropy does depend on these
gradients. We believe that one of the benefits of the micro-
scopic derivation presented in this paper is the fact that a
well-defined meaning is ascribed to the energy density vari-
able. For example, in phenomenological theories based on
linear irreversible thermodynamics, it is postulated a depen-
dence of the entropy density on the gradients of the density
fields.11 From the presentation in this paper, it is apparent
that this is possible only if the energy density field is given
by Eq. ~38!. In a phenomenological approach it is not evident
at all which is the physical meaning to be associated to the
energy density field, i.e., eˆr ,er or ur , despite the fact that
very different forms of the hydrodynamic equations are ob-
tained in each case.
A general remark can be made about the local approxi-
mation. The basic assumption behind this local approxima-
tion, which is that the density fields do not change much
within the range of the long-range potential, is expected to be
valid near critical points, where the density profiles are usu-
ally very broad. In subcritical regions well below the critical
points we expect that the density fields vary on the same
length scale as the long-range potential and renders the local
approximation dubious. In this case, it seems more appropri-
ate to use the nonlocal form ~6! for the hydrodynamic equa-
tions. Actually, it may appear as an advantage from a prac-
tical computational point of view to use these nonlocal
equations. In fact, the local equations involve high-order spa-
tial derivatives ~third order in the momentum equation and
fourth order in the density equations! that must be resolved
accurately at interfacial regions. Clearly, an integral repre-
sentation of surface effects may be much more stable than
high-order derivatives.
The hydrodynamic model presented in this paper be-
longs to the class of phase fields models for phase-separating
fluids.10 The main difference to many existing phase field
models is that the phase fields here are not mathematical
devices used to pinpoint interfacial regions, but have actually
a definite physical meaning as they are the number density
fields of the mixture.12 The spirit of the model presented,
though, is similar to phase field models in which interfaces
appear whenever the system is in a region of thermodynamic
parameters where phase separation occurs. In this case, re-
gions of different concentrations of components appear and
they are separated by transition regions or diffuse interfaces.
It is noteworthy that there is no need in this sort of theories
to apply boundary conditions on the interfaces separating
two phases. The boundaries appear ~or disappear! as a dy-
namical process. Critical and subcritical states are treated on
an equal footing and there is no need to worry about topo-
logical changes of the interfaces, a subtle problem in inter-
face tracking algorithms. This makes the model presented in
this paper very suitable for numerical simulations of non-
equilibrium phase separation in mixtures.
The remainder of the paper deals with the actual deriva-
tion of Eqs. ~6! from the underlying microscopic dynamics at
a molecular level.
III. GENERIC FRAMEWORK
In this section, we briefly summarize the GENERIC
framework.14 In particular, we present the microscopic defi-
nitions of the building blocks of the GENERIC
framework.13,15 For a recent review of this background, see
Ref. 25. In the next section we will compute explicitly these
blocks for the particular case of a fluid mixture.
A. Microscopic dynamics
We denote the collection of coordinates and momenta of
each molecule by z and the Hamiltonian by H(z). Hamil-





where the antisymmetric matrix L0 has the form of a block
diagonal matrix with the blocks given by
S 0 1
21 0 D , ~40!
where 1 is the unit tensor. The time derivative of any func-








where we have introduced the Liouville operator iL . The
Liouville equation that governs the probability density r(z ,t)
in the microscopic phase space is given by
] tr~z ,t !52iLr~z ,t !. ~42!
Any distribution function that depends on z through the dy-
namical invariants I(z) of the system is an equilibrium solu-
tion of the Liouville equation ~42!. For the case that the
actual values I0 of the dynamical invariants are known with





where V0 is the normalization factor. When there are no
other dynamical invariant apart from the total energy, the
above ensemble is the microcanonical ensemble.
B. Mesoscopic dynamics
At a coarse-grained level of description, the system is
described by a set of functions Xk(z) which depend on the
set of position and momenta z of the molecules of the sys-
tem. The selection of the relevant variables Xk(z) is a crucial
step in the description of a nonequilibrium system. One basic
requirement on the set of relevant variables is that they
should provide for a closed description of the system. This
will be possible in general only if the relevant variables are
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all those functions that evolve in a time scale much larger
than the time scale of evolution of the microstates z . We will
discuss in Sec. IV A the relevant hydrodynamic variables for
a fluid mixture.
When a clear separation of time scales exists, Green26
and later Zwanzig27 derived from the microscopic dynamics
of the system a general Fokker–Planck equation for the set
of relevant variables x:
] tP~x ,t !52
]







P~x ,t !. ~44!
The different objects in this equation have a well-defined
microscopic definition. For example,
A~x !5^iLX&x, ~45!
where the constrained average is defined by
^fl&x5 1
V~x !
E dz dX~z !2xfl , ~46!
where dX(z)2x actually stands for a product of Dirac
delta functions, one for every function Xk(z). The ‘‘volume’’
of phase space compatible with a prescribed value x of the
relevant variables is
V~x !5E dz dX~z !2x ~47!
and is closely related to the entropy of the mesolevel x which
is defined through
S~x ![kB ln V~x !, ~48!
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
Finally, the irreversible symmetric operator M is the ma-








^diLX exp$iQLt8%diLX&x dt8, ~49!
where diLX5iLX2^iLX&x is the so-called projected cur-
rent. The dynamic operator exp$iQLt8% is usually named the
projected dynamics, which is, strictly speaking, different
from the real dynamics exp$iLt8%. The projection operator Q
is defined from its action on any phase function F(z) ~Ref.
27!:
QF~z !5F~z !2^F&X(z). ~50!
The projected dynamics can be usually approximated by the
real dynamics, but then the upper infinite limit of integration
in Eq. ~49! has to be replaced by t, a time which is long in
front of the correlation time of the integrand, but short in
front of the time scale of evolution of the macroscopic vari-
ables. This is the well-known plateau problem.28,29 The op-
erator M is symmetric and positive definite.29
It may happen that the set of relevant variables X(z) has
the important property that the microscopic Hamiltonian can
be written as a function of the relevant variables, that is,
H~z !5EX~z !, ~51!
where E(x) is a function that defines the energy at the me-
soscopic level. When this property ~51! is satisfied, then the





where the reversible antisymmetric operator L is defined by
L~x !5 K ]X]z L0 ]X]z L x. ~53!
The Fokker–Planck equation takes then the GENERIC
form14
] tP~x ,t !52
]







P~x ,t !. ~54!
The stochastic differential equation that is mathematically
equivalent to the above Fokker–Planck equation is given by
dx5FL~x ! ]E]x 1M ~x ! ]S]x 1kB ]]x M ~x !Gdt1dx˜ , ~55!
where dx˜ is a linear combination of independent increments
of the Wiener process that satisfy a fluctuation–dissipation
theorem in the form dx˜ dx˜52kBM (x)dt . In situations
where the thermal fluctuations can be neglected @formally in
the limit kB→0 ~Ref. 29!#, one obtains a set of deterministic








As discussed in Ref. 14, the advantage of writing the
Fokker–Planck equation in the GENERIC form ~54! is that







These cross properties, together with the symmetry proper-
ties, reduce the possible forms of the operators L ,M and may
help in the phenomenological formulation of new models for
complex systems.
C. Equilibrium at the coarse-grained level
The equilibrium probability density at the coarse-grained
level is given by
P~x !5E dz dX~z !2xreq~z !, ~58!
where req(z) is the equilibrium ensemble. This is the well-
known rule for relating the probability density of a random
variable with the probability density of a function of the
random variable.
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If the dynamical invariants can be written as a function
of the relevant variables, that is, I(z)5IX(z), and the mi-
croscopic ensemble is given by Eq. ~43!, and then the prob-




dI~x !2I0exp$S~x !/kB%. ~59!
This expression is a generalization of Einstein’s formula for
equilibrium fluctuations for the case that there exist dynami-
cal invariants in the system which can be written in terms of
the relevant variables.30 In the next section, following the
methodology presented in Ref. 16, we will compute the en-
tropy function for a fluid mixture by first computing P(x)
through Eq. ~58! and then identifying S(x) from Eq. ~59!.
IV. MICROSCOPIC CALCULATION OF THE GENERIC
BUILDING BLOCKS
A. Relevant variables for a fluid mixture
At the most microscopic level, a fluid mixture is de-
scribed by z5$qia,pia%, where qia is the position of particle
ia of species a and pia is the momentum of particle ia of
















f ia jb. ~60!
Here, ma is the mass of the molecules of specie a, and f ia jb
is the potential energy of interaction between molecule ia of
species a and molecule jb of species b. This potential energy
depends only on the relative positions of both molecules.
Note that the index ia runs from 1 to Na, which is the total
number of particles of specie a. We will assume that the
potential can be decomposed according to Eq. ~1!.
The hydrodynamic fields for which a reasonable hydro-
dynamic description is valid can only be defined in terms of
spatially discrete variables ~or smooth fields that have a finite
number of Fourier components!. In order to define the set of
discrete hydrodynamic relevant variables, we first need to
perform a partition of physical space into a set of M non-
overlapping cells. For every cell labeled m in which the
space is divided one has a characteristic function xm(r),
which takes the value 1 if the point r belongs to the cell m
and zero otherwise. The characteristic function satisfies the




The state of the system at the mesoscopic level of de-
scription will be given by the numerical values x
5$Nm
a
























2 S piama 2vm~z ! D
2
1fˆ ia, ~63!
where the potential energy associated to molecule ia due to
its hard-core interaction with any other molecule of the sys-







fˆ ia jb. ~64!
The phase function Nm
a(z) in Eqs. ~62! is simply the number
of molecules of species a that happen to be in cell m when
the microstate is z . It is apparent from Eq. ~61! that
(mNm
a(z)5Na; that is, the total number of molecules of
specie a is constant, irrespective of the microstate z . In a
similar way, Pm is the momentum of all the molecules that
are in cell m. The velocity vm of the center of mass of the






a(z) is the total mass of cell m. Finally,
Eˆm is the internal energy of the molecules that are in cell m.
Note that the internal energy does not contain the long-range
part of the potential. We call this internal energy the hard-
core internal energy.
It is straightforward to show by using the definitions ~62!


















As we have mentioned in Sec. III, in order to have the GE-
NERIC structure, it is necessary that the Hamiltonian may be
expressed as a function of the relevant variables. Therefore,
we need to express the last long-range potential term as a
function of the relevant variables. This is possible only if the
size of the cells in which we have divided space is much
smaller than the range of the attractive potential. In this case






within the sum in the long-range potential energy, that is,

























ab5f¯ ab(rm2rn). In Eq. ~68! we have assumed that
the long-range part of the potential can be approximated as if
all the particles where located at the centers of the cells @note
that f¯ ab(r) is nonsingular at the origin, as all the singular
behavior of the potential is assumed to be contained in fˆ ab].
This approximation is a good one given the small variation
of f¯ ab in a cell dimension. In this way, the Hamiltonian


















The total momentum of the system can also be expressed in




Because the dynamical invariants of the system are ex-
pressed in terms of the relevant variables, we have that the
hydrodynamical description can be written in the GENERIC
form.
In a continuum theory, one introduces the hydrodynamic
fields rather than the discrete set of variables ~62!. By divid-
ing the extensive discrete variables ~62! by the volume Vm of
cell m one obtains a set of densities. We also introduce the
continuum notation in which each label of the cell is denoted
by the cell center position rm , and we introduce the coarse-




which has a continuum index r and a discrete one rm . Due to
the definition of the volume of cell m as Vm5*drxm(r), this
function satisfies
E dr d¯ ~r,rm!51. ~72!




Note that in a continuum notation we understand (mVm as
providing the integral *dr. Actually, for any arbitrary func-
tion f¯(r) whose length scale of spatial variation is much
larger than the typical size of the cells, we have the approxi-
mate expressions




Vm f¯~rm!d¯ ~r,rm!5 f¯~r!.
The exact relationships ~71! and ~72! and the approximate
equation ~74! allow one to treat d¯ (r,rm) as a truly Dirac delta
function d¯ (r2rm), whenever it appears under integral signs
accompanying spatially smooth functions f¯(r).
The density fields are the number density fields of each
specie nr
a5Nm
a /Vm , the momentum density field gr
5Pm /Vm , and the internal energy density fields eˆr
















In order to have a continuum description, we will assume
that the typical realizations of the microstates z are such that
the hydrodynamic fields are continuous and differentiable
functions of space.
The Hamiltonian ~69! can be written in a continuum
fashion as




r E drE dr8 f¯ rr8abnra~z !nr8b ~z !, ~76!






Other dynamical invariants of the microscopic dynamics are
the total momentum P(z) in Eq. ~70! of the system, which
can also be written in terms of the continuum variables ~75!,
P~z !5E dr gr~z !, ~78!
and the total mass of each species,
M a~z !5E dr manra~z !. ~79!
Clearly, the energy function as defined in Eq. ~51! is, for
the fluid mixture,
E~x !5E drS gr22rr 1 eˆr1 12 (ab
r
nr
aE dr8 f¯ rr8abnr8b D . ~80!
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The functional derivatives of the energy functional with re-

























where vr5gr /rr is the velocity field.
B. Entropy of a fluid mixture in the van der Waals
approximation
In Ref. 16 we have computed the entropy of a simple
fluid by following a cell method first used by Green6 and van
Kampen.17 Our approach in Ref. 16 has been to compute the
probability distribution that a fluid system has a particular
realization of the full set of discrete hydrodynamic variables.
From this probability and through Eq. ~59! we have inferred
the entropy function. The method is easily generalized to the
case of a fluid mixture. In this case, one computes the equi-
librium probability functional that the system adopts a par-
ticular realization of the r density fields, the momentum den-
sity field, and the internal energy density field.
By following identical steps as for the simple fluid case16
we have that Eq. ~58! when specialized to the phase func-
tions ~62! becomes
P@x#5E dz req~z !)
m
dPm~z !2PmdEˆm~z !2Em
3xNmA~z !2NmAxNmB~z !2NmB. ~82!
We assume that there are only two species a5A ,B , but the
generalization to the r species is straightforward. The equi-




dP~z !2P0dH~z !2E0. ~83!
The functions x(fl) in Eq. ~82! are nonzero only for those
microstates z that provide exactly Nm
A particles of species A
and Nm







equivalent ways of having the molecules with the prescribed
distribution of particles in each cell and, therefore, we can
write Eq. ~82! as
~85!
Here, N0
a is the total number of molecules of species a, E0 is
the total energy of the system, and P0 is the total momentum
of the system. We have introduced the functions x((mNma
2Na), which take the value 1 if its argument is zero and
zero otherwise in order to encompass the fact that P@x# is
zero if the total number of molecules of specie a does not
exactly coincide with N0
a
.
Our aim now is to decouple the multiple integral ~85! by
cells. Note that the momentum integrals trivially decouple.
The term that hinders the decoupling of the position integrals
is the potential energy. This potential energy can be decom-
posed into two parts, one that accounts for the interaction of
particles within cell m plus another that accounts for the in-









































In this expression, the prime in the term (n8 denotes that this
sum involves coordinates of particles of cells n different from
m. This last term is the one that hinders the decoupling of the
multiple integral in cells. This term is actually a surface en-
ergy due to the hard-core interaction between neighboring
cells. We will neglect this contribution in front of the ‘‘bulk’’
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contribution represented by the first term of the left-hand
side of Eq. ~86!. In this way, we can decouple the integrals in





















where we have made a Galilean change of variables pia
→pia1mavm .
We introduce the usual definition of the entropy of a
macroscopic system containing NA ,NB particles interacting
with a hard-core potential in a volume V and with total en-
ergy Eˆ , that is,
Sˆ ~NA ,NB ,Eˆ ,V !5kB ln Vˆ ~NA ,NB ,Eˆ ,V !. ~89!
In this way, the distribution function of the hydrody-



















,Eˆm ,Vm!J . ~90!
By comparing Eq. ~90! with the general expression ~59!, we
can extract the explicit form of the entropy of the system at
the level of hydrodynamic variables, which for a binary mix-









This result may appear at first sight as deceptively simple,
and one may wonder what is the need to go to the detailed
calculation of the probability functional P@x# presented
above to derive Eq. ~91!. At the end of the day, one could say
that the entropy is an additive quantity, and therefore, the
total entropy of the system cannot be anything but Eq. ~91!.
Yet this type of reasoning is not without hazard as it strongly
depends on the type of hydrodynamic variables one is using.
Actually, Eq. ~91! says much more than simply ‘‘the entropy
is additive.’’ It states that the total entropy of the system is
the sum of the entropies of a hard-core system, evaluated at
the hard-core internal energy. That only hard-core quantities
enter into the definition of the entropy is not a trivial result.
By using the fact that Sˆ is a first order function of its
arguments, we can write
Sˆ ~NA ,NB ,Eˆ ,V !5Vsˆ~nA,nB, eˆ ! ~92!
and then Eq. ~91! admits the continuum notation
S~x !5E dr sˆ~nrA ,nrB , eˆr!. ~93!
Note that behind the property ~92! the thermodynamic limit
is implicitly assumed. In this way, we are assuming that the
size of the cell m is much larger than the range of the hard-
core potential. Note also the remark previous to Eq. ~67!.
Taken together, these remarks imply that the size of the cell
has to be large in front of the range of the hard-core poten-
tial, but small in front of the range of the long-ranged part of
the potential.
The functional derivatives of the entropy functional with
















where we have introduced the usual definition of the inten-
sive parameters ~chemical potentials mˆa of species a and



















The property ~92! and the definitions ~95! have as a conse-










where Pˆ is the pressure of the hard-core system. The Gibbs–






D 2 eˆrS 1
Tˆ r
D 2S Pˆ r
Tˆ r
D 50, ~97!
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In the microscopic definitions of the reversible and irre-
versible operators in Eqs. ~49! and ~53!, the constrained av-
erages defined in general in Eq. ~46! appear. We present in
this section the calculation of the constrained average of an







where gia is an arbitrary function of the coordinates ria and
momenta pia of particle i of specie a. We say that Gm is
local because it only involves the coordinates of those par-
ticles that are in cell m.
The general definition of the constrained average ~46!
becomes, for the case that the relevant variables x are Eqs.
~62!,
^Gm&x5exp$2S~x !/kB%E dz Gm~z !)
n
dPn~z !2Pn
3dEˆn~z !2EnxNnA~z !2NnAxNnB~z !2NnB. ~99!
Under the assumption of negligible hard-core interaction be-




a is the label of particles of type a that are in cell m.
By taking a Galilean transformation,
~101!
In summary,
^Gm&x5^Gmgm~z !&meq , ~102!
where ^fl&meq is a usual equilibrium microcanonical average
of a system at rest containing Nm
a molecules of specie a
51,.. . ,r and a given energy Eˆm . Again, it should be re-
marked that the Hamiltonian that should be used in this equi-
librium microcanonical average has only a hard-core poten-









and the Galilean operator Gm is defined through its action on





Equation ~102! is a very important result as it reflects the
concept of local equilibrium. The constrained average of a
local function can be computed as an equilibrium microca-
nonical average in the rest frame and with the local values of
the energy and number of particles.
D. Reversible dynamics
The elements of the reversible matrix L defined in Eq.







K ]xr]qkg  ]y r8]pkg 2 ]xr]pkg  ]y r8]qkgL
x
, ~105!
where xr ,y r are any of the hydrodynamic fields. In order to
compute the reversible matrix as defined in Eq. ~53! it is
necessary to compute previously the derivatives of the rel-
evant variables with respect to the microstate. These deriva-
tives are

















5d¯ ~r2qkg!S pkgmg 2vrD ,
where 1 is the unit tensor.
The calculation of the derivative of the internal energy
density field with respect to the positions is a bit more in-
volved. We first use
]fˆ ia jb
]qkg
52Fˆ ia jb~dagd iakg2dbgd jbkg!, ~107!
where Fˆ ia jb is the hard-core force that particle j of specie b








¯ ~r2qkg!1d¯ ~r2qjb!# . ~108!















5@gr88d¯ rr818d¯ rr8gr# ,
Lrr8
geˆ










In order to obtain Eqs. ~109! we have used the following
results:
K (kb d¯ ~r2qkb!d¯ ~r82qkb!L
x






d¯ ~r82qkb!S pkbmb 2vr8D L
x
50.
The first identity is due to the fact that we are computing the
average of the density field constrained to produce a particu-
lar value of the density field ~and the rest of hydrodynamic
fields denoted symbolically by x). The second identity in
Eqs. ~111! is an instance of Eq. ~102! together with the fact
that the equilibrium average of the momentum is zero. The
vanishing of Lrr8
eˆ eˆ in Eqs. ~109! is due to the same reason.
In Eqs. ~109! we have introduced the following coarse-
grained force between two points of the fluid:
Fˆ rr85K 12 (gb (kg jb Fˆ kg jbd~r2qkg! (kgFˆ r @d¯ ~r82qkg!
1d¯ ~r82qjb!#L x2(g (kg ^~pkg2mgvr8!
3~pkg2mgvr8!d¯ ~r82qkg!&
xd¯ rr8 . ~112!
By following the pioneering work by Irwing and
Kirkwood,31 the usual treatment of this term ~112! is to per-
form a Taylor expansion of the delta function in the form
d¯ ~r2qkg!2d¯ ~r2qjb!52qkg jbd¯ ~r2qkg!. ~113!
By inserting this expansion into Eq. ~112! we obtain
Fˆ rr85^G 21sˆr8&x8d¯ rr8 . ~114!
Here G r21 is the inverse of the Galilean operator introduced
in Eq. ~104! ~where we have changed the discrete label m by
the continuum label r!. The inverse operator is obtained by
reversing the sign of the velocity field. We have introduced






maS piama 2vrD S piama 2vrD d¯ ~r2qia!
1
1
2 (gb (kg jb
Fˆ kg jbqkg jbd¯ ~r2rkg!. ~115!
By collecting all the elements of the matrix L in Eqs.
~109!, we can finally write
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Lrr85S 0 0 nr8A 8d¯ rr8 00 0 nr8B 8d¯ rr8 0nrA8d¯ rr8 nrB8d¯ rr8 gr88d¯ rr818d¯ rr8gr eˆr8d¯ rr81^G r821sˆr8&x8d¯ rr8
0 0 eˆr88d¯ rr81^G r21sˆr&x8d¯ rr8 0
D . ~116!
The only unknown quantity in this matrix is
^G r21sˆr8&x8d¯ rr8 . We have two routes for computing this
quantity. The first one is to use the result ~102! in order to
perform explicitly the constrained average of the micro-
scopic stress tensor. The second is to use the degeneracy
L„S50 presented in Eq. ~57!. Both routes provide the same
answer and we illustrate the second, which is the simplest





a8d¯ rr8S 2 mˆr8a
Tˆ r8














D 2 eˆrS 1
Tˆ r
D 2S ^G r21sˆr&x
Tˆ r
D 50. ~118!
By comparing with the Gibbs–Duhem relation ~97! we
readily obtain
^G r21sˆr&x5Pˆ r1. ~119!
We are now in position to write the reversible part of the
dynamics x˙urev5L„E by using Eq. ~116! with Eqs. ~118! and
~81!. The balance of mass equations take the form
] tnr
a52vrnra . ~120!







where the pressure is given by the equation of state Pˆ r
5Pˆ (nrA ,nrB , eˆr). We have introduced in Eq. ~121! the total
mean-field potential energy given by
F¯ 5
1
2 (ab E dr r8nranr8b f¯ rr8ab . ~122!













E dr8 F¯rr8abnr8b ~124!
and F¯rr8
ab is the long-range attractive force that a molecule of
species b in r8 exerts on a molecule of species a in r. Fi-
nally, the energy equation is given by
] teˆr52~vreˆr!2Pˆ rvr . ~125!
Equations ~120!, ~123!, and ~125! are the corresponding
Euler equations for a phase-separating fluid mixture.
E. Irreversible dynamics
In order to compute the irreversible matrix M in Eq.
~49!, we need to compute the time derivatives iLX(z) of the
relevant variables. A straightforward calculation leads to the






























Let us analyze the force term in Eq. ~129!. Under the sepa-
ration of the potential into a short-range repulsive core plus a
long-range attractive tail, we may write, for the forces,
Fia jb5F
ˆ ia jb1F
¯ ia jb. ~130!




















¯ ~r2qia!1(ab E dr8 F¯rr8abnra~z !nr8b ~z !,
~131!
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where we have used the long-range nature of the last term.
Note that we are not allowed to perform a similar approxi-
mation for the short-range part of the force, due to the finite
support of the coarse-grained delta functions.
The time derivative of the internal energy density field is










2 (ab (ia jb
Fˆ ia jb







~via2vr!F¯ iad¯ ~r2qia!. ~132!
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~132! can be
written by using symmetry properties and the Taylor expan-
sion ~113! as
1
2 (ab (ia jb
Fˆ ia jb~via1vjb!d¯ ~r2qia!
5
1
4 (ab (ia jb
Fˆ ia jb~via1vjb!@d¯ ~r2qia!2d¯ ~r2qjb!#
52 14 (ab (ia jb F
ˆ ia jb~via1vjb!qia jbd¯ ~r2qia!.
~133!
We need now to compute the constrained averages
^iLX&x that appear in diLX . The simplest procedure is to
realize that these constrained averages are actually the re-
versible part of the dynamics, as is shown in Eq. ~45!. We
have already computed this reversible part of the dynamics
through Eq. ~45!, which leads to the results ~120!, ~121!, and
~125!. Therefore, after some algebra, we have the following
realization of diLX5iLX2^iLX&x for the case of the hydro-
dynamic variables:
diLnr
a52S Gr21 gra~z !ma D ,





2„vr@gr~z !2gr#1E dr F¯rr8@nra~z !nr8b ~z !2nranr8b # ,
~134!
diL eˆr52vr@ eˆr~z !2 eˆr#1@sˆr~z !2Pˆ r1#:vr2
~G 21Jrq!1(
a
S Gr21 gra~z !ma D F¯ra~z !.
Note that these expressions have the form
diLX5d˜ iLX1F@X~z !2X# , ~135!
where F is some function. The last term in Eq. ~135! that
involves the relevant variables themselves will vanish in any
constrained average and, in particular, in the calculation of
the matrix M . Therefore, we can omit these terms. The final
result can then be expressed in the form
diLnr
a52G r21Jra~z !,
diLgr52~G r21sˆr~z !2Pˆ r1!, ~136!
diL eˆr5G r21sˆr~z !2Pˆ r1):vr2G r21Jrq~z !
1(
a
G r21Jra~z !F¯ra~z !.













2 (ab (ia jb





S pia22ma 1fˆ iaD viad¯ ~r2qia!
1
1
4 (ab (ia jb
~via1vjb!F
ˆ ia jbqia jbd¯ ~r2qia!.
Here Jra(z) is the microscopic mass flux, sˆr(z) is the micro-
scopic stress tensor, and Jˆrq(z) is the microscopic heat flux. It
is quite remarkable that in these microscopic fluxes, only the
short-range part of the force appears. The long-range part of
the forces disappears when computing the constrained aver-
age of these fluxes.
We proceed now to the explicit calculation of the ele-
ments of the irreversible matrix M defined in Eq. ~49!. This
matrix will have the following form:






where every element is a Green–Kubo formula involving the
time integral of a correlation function as in Eq. ~49!. We only
need to consider the six elements of the upper triangular part,






5„„8^G r21Jra exp$QiLt%G r8
21Jr8
b &x, ~139!
where „85]/]r8. We will make in the following the as-
sumption that the dynamics represented by exp QiLt in the
Green–Kubo expression for the matrix M can be substituted
by exp QiLˆ t, as if only the short-range part of the potential
was present. The intuitive reasoning behind this approxima-
tion is that the long-range forces are slowly varying ~as they
essentially depend on the density field, which is a slow vari-
able! in the time scale of the correlation times of the micro-
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scopic fluxes. Then the projected dynamics systematically
subtracts these slowly varying forces from the dynamics.
From now on, every instance of a time dependence will be
assumed to be generated by the hard-core dynamics only.
Another approximation that we will take is to neglect the
correlation of the projected fluxes of different cell. This
amounts to neglect nonlocal effects due to the transport co-
efficients in the final hydrodynamic equations. Therefore, the
constrained average in Eq. ~139! is over a local function, and
we can apply Eq. ~102! in order to compute the constrained









where Vr is the volume of the cell labeled with r and we





The equilibrium ensemble is isotropic and this means that the






aVb~ t !&req .
~142!
The corresponding Green–Kubo expression that appears in


















^VaVb~ t !&req . ~144!
Note that the equilibrium ensemble involved in Eq. ~144! is a
microcanonical one at rest. This means that (amaVa , which
is the total momentum of the system, is exactly zero at all
times. For this reason, we have that not all the diffusion





The next element M rr8
ag involves the correlation
^diLnr
a exp QiLtdiLgr8&x. Under the same approximations


















2 (ab (ia jb
NaNb
Fˆ ia jbqia jb. ~147!
Due to the isotropy of the equilibrium ensemble, the above




























Na S pia22ma 1fˆ iaD via
1
1
4 (ab (ia jb
NaNb
~via1vjb!F
ˆ ia jbqia jb. ~149!
In Eq. ~148! we have omitted a third-order tensor that van-










where the cross coefficient Sr















^VaQˆ ~ t !&req . ~151!





due to momentum conservation.





ˆ Sˆ ~ t !&r
eq
, ~153!
where we have omitted some third-order tensors that vanish
by isotropy. The corresponding element of the matrix M is
an isotropic fourth-order tensor
M r
gg5„„8:QrTˆ rdrr8 , ~154!








where the usual Green–Kubo expressions for the shear h and





















dt^~Sˆ xx2Pˆ r!~Sˆ xx2Pˆ r!~ t !&r
eq
.
The next correlation is
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^diLgrdiL eˆr8~ t !&
x5„S drr8 1Vr ^Sˆ Sˆ ~ t !&req :„vrD , ~157!
where we have neglected again some third-order tensors. The
corresponding element of the matrix M is
M r
geˆ5„~drr8Tˆ rQ:„vr!. ~158!
The last correlation is given by
^diL eˆrdiL eˆr8~ t !&
x











aQˆ ~ t !&reqF¯raD
2„8S (
a
drr8^Qˆ Va~ t !&reqF¯raD , ~159!
and the corresponding element of the matrix M is
M rr8
eˆ eˆ









aF¯raTˆ r , ~160!
where the usual Green–Kubo expression for the thermal con-













^Qˆ "Qˆ ~ t !&req . ~161!
By collecting all the elements of the matrix M we note that
we can write it as the sum of two matrices M rr85Drr8
1Hrr8 where Drr8 contains all those transport coefficients
related to diffusion of mass and heat, and Hrr8 contains the
viscosity transport coefficients. More explicitly, we can write
for the matrices Drr8 and Hrr8 :














aD 1„„8~drr8kˆrTˆ r2!D ,
~162!
Hrr85S 0 0 00 ~„8„11„„8!hˆrTˆ rdrr81„„8~zˆ r2 23 hr!Tˆ rdrr8 „hˆrTˆ rg˙rdrr81„~zˆ r2 23 hr!Tˆ rtrg˙drr8




2 hˆrTˆ rg˙r :g˙rdrr81~zˆ r2
2
3 hr!Tˆ r~ trg˙ !2drr8
D , ~163!
where g˙r5„vr1(„vr)T is the symmetrized velocity gradi-
ent tensor.
It is possible to write the matrix M rr8 in a more compact




diL eˆr5s˜r :„vr2„Q˜ r1(
a
J˜raF¯ra ,
where we have introduced the ‘‘stochastic’’ mass flux J˜ra , the
‘‘stochastic’’ stress tensor s˜r , and the ‘‘stochastic’’ flux Q˜ r .
These ‘‘stochastic’’ fluxes are actually phase functions with
definite microscopic expressions. They are not stochastic at
all but deterministic. We will understand the time evolution
of diLX to be generated by the projected dynamics, that is,
diLX(t)5exp$Qilt%diLX. Of course, even though the pro-
jected dynamics is deterministic, the correlation times of the
projected currents diLX(t) are very short as compared with
the time scales of the relevant variables. This is only possible
if these functions change rapidly in time, allowing for a mod-
elization in terms of random noise.










In this way, we have separated the vector of projected cur-
rents into two parts, one which is strictly kinematic and that
depends only on the relevant variables and another that con-
tains the ‘‘stochastic’’ fluxes. These fluxes are, actually, what
enters into the definition of the transport coefficients through
the Green–Kubo expressions.
It is now quite simple to rewrite the Green–Kubo ex-
pression ~49! for M in the form
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M rr85S 2„r 0 00 2„r 0
F¯r
a „rvr 2„r
D S DrabTˆ r 0 SraTˆ r20 urTˆ r 0
Sr
aTˆ r
2 0 krTˆ r
2
D
3S 2„r8 0 F¯r8a0 2„r8 „r8vr8
0 0 2„r8
D drr8 . ~166!
The fact that the M matrix can be decomposed as M
5CDCT in terms of a purely mechanic matrix C and purely
thermodynamic matrix D has been discovered in Refs. 32.
From the microscopic example presented here, the splitting
can be traced back to the particular splitting of the projected
currents diLX in terms of the stochastic fluxes that enter into
the definition of the Green–Kubo expression for the matrix
M . It is apparent that the symmetry of the the matrix M is
ensured if D is symmetric and that the positive semidefinite
character of D also ensures that M is positive semidefinite.
We discuss the positive semidefinite character of D in Sec. V.
As a final remark, we note that one of the merits of the M
5CDCT decomposition is that it facilitates the task of con-
structing new models for complex fluids. We see, therefore,
that for macroscopic modeling purposes, it may be very con-
venient to follow the ‘‘noise route to dissipation,’’ as we can
call it, where one first computes the time derivative of the
microscopically defined relevant variables, identifies the
‘‘stochastic fluxes’’ that will produce transport coefficients in
the Green–Kubo formula, and then constructs the matrix M
which, automatically, will have the CDCT structure.
We are now in position of writing the irreversible part of
the dynamics M„S by multiplying the matrix M with the
functional derivatives of the entropy in Eq. ~94! and integrat-
ing over r8. The matrix H will produce the well-known
terms of the Navier–Stokes equations that contain the vis-
cosity coefficients. We write with some detail the part of the







































By collecting Eqs. ~167!, with the usual viscous terms, and
the reversible part of the dynamics in Eqs. ~120!–~125!, we
obtain the final hydrodynamic equations for a phase separat-
ing mixture given in Eqs. ~6!.
V. POSITIVE TRANSPORT MATRIX
Although we know in advance that the transport matrix
is positive, we check under which conditions the matrix D
introduced in Eq. ~162! is positive semidefinite. For the sake
of simplicity, we study the binary mixture case. We double
contract that matrix D with an arbitrary vector function Gr
5(GrA ,GrB ,Grg ,Gre), understanding that a contraction of the
continuous matrix M rr8 involves integrals over the continu-
ous indices. After some algebra that involves integration by
parts one easily arrives at the following expression:
E dr dr8 GrM rr8Gr8
5E dr Tˆ ~„GrA1F¯ rAGre ,„GrB1F¯ rBGre ,„Gre!








It is apparent that in order for this quantity to be positive
~or zero!, we need that the inner matrix be positive semidefi-
nite. Note that the vector (mA ,mB,0) is an eigenvector of the
above matrix with null eigenvalue, due to Eqs. ~145! and
~152!. Actually, by using these equations we can write the
matrix as
S D 2rD Tˆ S2rD r2D 2rTˆ S
Tˆ S 2rTˆ S Tˆ kˆ
D , ~169!





. By multiplying Eq. ~169! by
the right and the left with an arbitrary vector (x ,y ,z) we
obtain
~x ,y ,z !S D 2rD Tˆ S2rD r2D 2rTˆ S




5D~x2ry !21Tˆ S2~x2ry !z1Tˆ kˆz2. ~170!
For this quantity to be positive for arbitrary x ,y ,z we need D
and kˆ to be positive. If we define x85D1/2(x2ry), z8
5S/D1/2z , the quadratic form ~170! becomes
~x81z8!21S Dkˆ
Tˆ S2
21 D z82, ~171!
which will be positive if and only if Dkˆ.Tˆ S2.
The conditions D.0, kˆ.0, and Dkˆ.Tˆ S2 are actually
the conditions for the following matrix to be definite posi-
tive:
S D Tˆ S
Tˆ S Tˆ kˆ
D . ~172!
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By forming a quadratic form with an arbitrary vector (x ,y)
we can write
~x ,y !S D Tˆ S
Tˆ S Tˆ kˆ







^~xVA1yQ !~xVA1yQ !~ t !& . ~173!
The right-hand side of this equation is the time integral of an
autocorrelation function. By recalling the Wiener–Kinchin
theorem that states that the Fourier transform of a stationary
autocorrelation function is positive,8 we conclude that the
quadratic form is positive or, in other words, that the matrix
~172! is a positive matrix.29
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